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Moreover, treatment of rats with cirrhosis with an apelin receptor antagonist showed diminished hepatic fibrosis ... 30, whereas RBP4 [51], vaspin [20], chemerin [17], fetuin-A [22], omentin [23], and serum concentrations in the 2-year DIRECT study [50] further revealed vaspin as a ...
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... fat mass [30], whereas RBP4 [51], vaspin [20], chemerin [17], fetuin-A [22], omentin [23], and... serum concentrations in the 2-year DIRECT study [50] further revealed vaspin as a... We recently showed that RBP4 serum concentration patterns closely follow the body weight pattern in...
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... At a morphological level, RA synovial fibroblasts show a rough endoplasmatic reticulum, large nuclei with prominent ... which together with the absence of a basal membrane, facilitates the efflux of serum components from the... The vasculature can be implicated at various levels...
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... molecules including TNF-α, IL-6, -8 and -10, omentin, monocyte chemoattractant ... with deterioration...
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2009年11月25日 - Portal vein thrombosis (PVT) not associated with hepatocellular carcinoma ... PVT occurring in patients with liver cirrhosis without HCC focusing on the ... with a balanced equilibrium of the clotting system set at a lower level.
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TB Portal vein thrombosis (PVT) is exactly what its name implies: thrombosis of the ... inferior/superior mesenteric veins without involvement of the portal vein itself. ... The cause of PVT in cirrhotic patients is not the same as that in noncirrhotics ...
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